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Yesterday 9:35 PM
Amy Demboski Qa

0k, | just got off the phone with :

Gretchen O'Barr. | think we can
all stand down.IN

ISte said she has been
able to talk with him through
“the IPad” and has been in
communications with his nurse.
She saidshe just wants to be

able to hold his hand, but they

won't let her in. | explained that

we have no control over their
internal policies and asked her

about the welfare check issue,

she said she has spoken with

him, and doesn't think that is
needed(shejust let Shower

@ talk).

(2) Is StElias part of Prov?

@ Yes That is what she told me.
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® Yes. That is what she told me.

| believe it's part of Providence.

Amy Demboski

It's an inpatient rehabfacility.Ill

uw she was ini

spirits and from ourconversation

a welfare check would not be
warranted.
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Amy Demboski Mm
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I'm happy to hear she was able
CE Ra

Amy Demboski Qa
| tried to call Shower, but he -
didn’t answer. This is the
message | am about to send him
(unless I'm told otherwise).

1just got off the phone with
Gretchen and she told me she
has been able to communicate
with[Illvia the IPad and she
has been in communication with
his nurse. She is upset that she
can't hold his hand and be with
him (understandably). |
explained the MOA has no ability
to control Providence's internal
visitor's policy, and since
Gretchen communicated she has
been in contact with him and his

_ nurse, APD has no basis for a
(1) welfare check.

This reminds me of the warning |
received from Vakalis years ago:
Amy remember, the first story is
alwavs wrona.... (well. there is
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visitor's policy, and since

Gretchen communicated she has
been in contact with him and his
nurse, APD has no basis for a

® welfare check.

This reminds me of the warning |

received from Vakalis years ago:

Amy remember, the first story is

always wrong.... (well, there is

generally more to the story

anyway).

Sorry for taking your time; next

time, I'll do all the recon myself

® first before calling you all. &5

&
Thats the message that | tell

CEeat]
myself to slow down, if it's not an
EYEE
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Dave Bronson

@) Thanksall
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Date : 11/6/2021 09:30:45
Subject : Providence 11-50 Request

On 11/5/2021 atabout 2135

Kenneth McCoy.
ChiefofPolice
Anchorage Police Department
(907) 786-8595


